
3-4 5-6 7-8 9-11 12-14
Field   50 x 30   70 x 50   80 x 60   100 x 60   110 x 70 

 Goal size 4 x 6 4 x 6 FIFA

 Center circle    6 Yards    6 Yards   8 Yards   10 Yards   10 Yards

 Penalty area    None    None   14 Yards   18 Yards   18 Yards

2 Ball # 4 # 5

  Max-5    Max-6   Max-7   Max-9

Min-4 Min-5 Min-6 Min-7

5 Referee

6  Ass’t referee

7
Duration of 

Game

2 x 25 min. 

halves

2 x 30 min. 

halves

2 x 35 min 

halves

8 Start/restart 

9 Ball in play

10 Scoring

11  Offside

Allow 6 yards
Allow 10 

yards

Slide tackling 

not allowed. 

Results in a 

direct free 

kick.  

FIFA

None   FIFA

Slide tackling not allowed. Results in a direct free kick.       

Heading not allowed.
When a player touches the ball with their head, regardless if it is deliberate, 

accidental, or inadvertent, stop play immediately.  

Restart:  If the touch is deliberate, IFK at the location of the offense.  If 

accidental or inadvertent, dropped ball at the location of the touch.  Restarts 

within the goal area are placed at the "6," which is the top of the goal area.

4

Age group

1

3

QASC uniform including socks

No jewelry, eyewear must be secured with sports strap, no casts, braces must 

be soft with no metal support, sports tape must be same color as socks

Player 

Equipment

Unlimited, 1 for 1 on any injury or yellow card

FIFA# of players

Goal kick, corner kick, kick off, own team’s 

throw-in, other team's throw-in only if other 

team also subs

Substitution breaks at 5, 10, 

15 minutes of half or when 

needed.  Also on goal kick, 

corner kick, kick off, own 

team’s throw-in, other team's 

throw-in only if other team 

also subs

Topic

  FIFACoach facilitators on field

None FIFA

Substitutions

2017 QA SOCCER CLUB GAME RULES

FIFA

FIFA

2 x 20 min. halves

12 & 13

Player receiving a yellow card must be substituted

Fouls

6 x 10

    # 3

Allow 8 yards

Law 

#

http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-3---the-players
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-5---the-referee
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-5---the-referee
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-6---the-other-match-officials
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-8---the-start-and-restart-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-8---the-start-and-restart-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-8---the-start-and-restart-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-8---the-start-and-restart-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-9---the-ball-in-and-out-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-9---the-ball-in-and-out-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-9---the-ball-in-and-out-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-9---the-ball-in-and-out-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-10---determining-the-outcome-of-a-match
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-10---determining-the-outcome-of-a-match
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-10---determining-the-outcome-of-a-match
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-10---determining-the-outcome-of-a-match
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-11---offside
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-10---determining-the-outcome-of-a-match
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-11---offside
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-3---the-players
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-5---the-referee
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-6---the-other-match-officials
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-9---the-ball-in-and-out-of-play
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-8---the-start-and-restart-of-play


14 Penalty kicks

15 Throw-ins None

Instruction 

after first 

incorrect 

attempt, play 

on after 

second 

attempt

Instruction 

after first 

incorrect 

attempt, ball 

to other team 

after second 

incorrect 

attempt

16 Goal kicks None

17 Corner kicks None

There is no "hand ball" rule. Whenever the ball touches the hand of a player who is not the keeper, 

the players, coaches, and parents of the other team immediately yell "hand ball" and expect the game to 

be stopped and the other team awarded the ball. But there is no "hand ball" rule -- a rule that says if 

the ball touches any part of the "hand" (which is defined as "below the shoulder", BTW) then it's a 

foul. The actual rule is "DELIBERATELY handling the ball". So when a ball hits a hand/arm, the 

referee goes through a whole host of mental criteria to determine whether or not he thought the 

contact was deliberate. If it was, a foul is called. If not, there is no call and the game goes on.

Soccer is a contact sport.  The general rule is that shoulder to shoulder contact is fine. Other contact 

depending on how hard, where it happens, the outcome of it and a few other factors may or may not 

be ok. The referee is tasked to look at contact and make sure nothing unfair or unsafe happens and call 

the game accordingly.

ADDITIONAL RULES INFORMATION

Direct free kicks will be allowed in situations where FIFA rules call for a free kick.

Slide tackling is treated as a foul and will result in a direct free kick (or penalty).  Slide tackling has 

been prohibited in the past, this clarifies the consequence for the infraction.

The ball is out of play when it completely passes over one of the four field borders. In soccer, the 

entire ball has to be over the line and until it is, the ball is still in play. The player can be off the field 

completely and as long as the ball is touching one blade of grass with a white marking on it, the ball is 

still in and can be played by the "out of bounds" player.

  FIFA

  FIFA

FIFA

No penalty kicks FIFA

http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-14---the-penalty-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-14---the-penalty-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-15---the-throw-in
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-16---the-goal-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-16---the-goal-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-16---the-goal-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-17---the-corner-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-17---the-corner-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-17---the-corner-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-17---the-corner-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-15---the-throw-in
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-16---the-goal-kick
http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/laws/football-11-11/law-14---the-penalty-kick


A foul isn't always called -- and it's on purpose. In most sports, if a foul occurs, it is called 

immediately and play stops. In soccer, if a foul occurs, the referee looks for what is called "advantage." 

If the team that was fouled has the chance of benefitting in some way from the foul or after the foul 

(like has a chance to move the ball significantly down the field or even score), the referee lets play go 

on and calls "advantage". At this point, he also moves both arms up straight and parallel to each other 

from his waist to his chest and may say something like "play on".

Offside is the most confusing concept for spectators, coaches, and players to grasp.  Despite what 

you think you know about offside, unless you are lined up perfectly, you won't have the proper angle 

to even comment on such an offense if it's close (if the player is offside by 10 yards, it's much easier to 

tell.) So it's better to simply let the call go the way the AR sees it since it's a judgment call involving 

several different factors.

SPECTATORS - must stay behind the white painted spectator line to allow for enough room for the 

players.  

Spectators and/or Coaches are NOT permitted behind the goals and/or communicate with the goalie 

from behind the goals.




